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1 Claim. (Cl. 179-1.5) 

The present invention relates to a method of 
secret telephony in which a disturbing oscillation 
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is superposed on the speech oscillation, said dis 
turbing oscillation comprising the whole fre 
quency band of the human voice and having an 
amplitude only slightly larger than the maximum 
voice amplitude. By superposing, every com 
bination of the two oscillations (addition, modu 
lation or both) shall be understood. Such a dis 
turbing band equally distributed over the whole 
voice frequency range is, for instance, known as 
film, or disk noise at the mechanical or electro 
magnetic sound reproduction of sound pictures . 
Or disks. 
The invention will best be understood by re 

ferring to the accompanying drawing, in which: 
Fig. 1 is a curve showing the proportional rela 

tionship between the speech and disturbing. 
Oscillations known in the prior art; 

Fig.2 is a curve showing the proportional rela 
tionship between the speech and disturbing 
0:Scillations of this invention; 

Fig.3 is a schematic detail of a rotating genera 
tor which producès the disturbance noise of this 
invention. 
Methods of secret telephony are known in the 

prior art in which through the superposition of 
any disturbing energies on the speech energy 
cover up the speech and cause what may be 
called a “ciphering.” 
not become popular especially in the field of wire 
less telephony, however, since according to the 
requirements demanded of the “ciphering,” the 
'disturbance voltage must be three to five times : 
the maximum speech voltage so that the useful 
modulation of the transmitters becomes thereby 
so low that the transmitter power must be con 
siderably increased in order to obtain the same 
range as in the case of undisturbed speech (an 
increase ten to twenty five times). This is clearly 
shown by Fig. 1, in which curve • ST indicates the 
disturbance voltage and SP the speech voltage. 
The invention is based upon the teaching that 

a disturbance analógous to the noise voltages of 
talking films, record plates or tubes, is sufficient 
to obscure the speech to a point of complete un 
intelligibility already at amplitudes which are. 
1.2 to 1.3 times larger than the maximum speech 
amplitudes. Such a film, or disk noise has thus 
an ideal disturbing band for which a relatively 
small amplitude is sufficient in order to render 
the speech oscillations undecipherable to a suit 

-: able degree. Where the ideal disturbance spec 
trum is not fully attained, a larger disturbing 
amplitude is required. A generator for such noise 

Methods of this type have 

voltage is suitably such as to provide a frequency 
spectrum of approximately the same strength 
throughout the limits between the zero frequency 
and the highest frequency used, and is shown by 
curve a in Fig. 2. Also, in this figure, ST repre- 5 
sents the disturbance voltage and SP the speech 
voltage. Smaller generators of disturbance and 
disturbance lines will be adequate if a narrower 
frequency band underlies the calculation of the 
disturbance generator, for instance in accord- 0 
ance with the curve b of Fig. 2. In this case, the 
disturbance is distributed over the frequency band 
in approximately the same manner as the speech 
energy. It has then suitably a slightly pro 
nounced maximum - between 500 and 1000 cycles. Il? 
The disturbance producer may be designed as 
rotating generator for instance in that a rotata 
ble disk S shown in Fig. 3 of irregular shape and 
having slots or pointed projections, produces 
short pulses in a corresponding scanning organ 
AT through electrical, mechanical or optic means, 
whereby the duration of an individual pulse is 
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approximately equal or shorter than the half 
cycle of the highest disturbance frequency used. 
When narrowing the band of the disturbance 
frequency, then the irregularly distributed in 
dividual pulses are - so dimensioned that the 
majority thereof have a duration from 0.2 to 0.8 
milli-seconds. Such a disturbance generator 
could for instance also be obtained in that a 80 
disturbing inoise, known to be sufficient (record, " 
plate, talking film, waterfall, etc.) is transformed 
into fluctuations of light, and these fluctuations 
are photographed on a rotating plate. In like 
manner, an endless film band or record plate 
with endless grooves could be utilized. As com 
pared with a round disk with irregularly pointed 
projections provided mechanically thereon, this 
method has the advantage that the disturbance 
patterns produced therewith can be easily pro 
ducèd at the receiver through a copying method 
in any desired number for the purpose of de 
ciphering. The parts of mechanical disturbance 
generators by which the frequency is determined 
can be produired in simultaneous ways º for in 
stance by means of machining a plurality of discs 
mounted on a single mandrel. 
In order, to emphasize the rotation freqüency 

of the disturbance generator in the mixture of 
the disturbing frequencies and which is of prac 
tical usefulness for many purposes, a mark K 
(in Fig.3) is provided at a certain place on disc 
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- S. (Pause in the disturbing noise, or definite 
tone, or eventually for synchronizing purposes an 
especially large disturbance impulse.) 55 
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Under certain conditions, instead of extending 

the uniform disturbance spectrum from zero to 
the highest frequency as shown by curve S' of 
Fig. 2, it may be desirable to filter out by elec 
trical filters totally or partially the range of for 
instance 200-2500 cycles at speech transmission. 
The particular advantage of the method de 

scribed by this invention resides in that the trans 
mitter can. be more effectively modulated for the 
benefit of the speech, in other Words at equal 
speech strength, a smaller powered transmitter 
can be used. M 
The ciphering can be provided either by super 

posing by way of low-frequency the disturbing 
noise directly. on the speech, or else by modulat 
ing an auxiliary high-frequency with the dis 
turbing noise and thereafter superposing this 
auxiliary frequency on the actual carrier fre 
quency. v 

At the receiver side the deciphering is carried 
out accordingly. By means of an identical dis 
turbance generator operating in synchronism and 
in equal phase with that at the transmitter side, 
the alternating disturbance current having the 

“cipher 
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proper phase position and amplitude is super 
posed on the arriving speech having been 

** by the disturbance noise, so that 
thereby the disturbance noise disappears. 
What is claimed is: 
The method of transmitting signal messages 

which consists of superimposing on the messages 
to be transmitted, a disturbance noise formed by 
irregular alternating current, said alternating 
current forming the disturbance noise having a 
frequency spectrum which covers substantially 
the entire speech frequency spectrum, the am 
plitude of the frequency spectrum exceeding but 
slightly the amplitude of the message frequencies, 
transmitting the combined message and disturb 
ance noise on a high frequency carrier, receiving 
said combined message and disturbance noise in 
a proper phase position with respect to the phase 
of the combined transmitted message to make 
said , disturbance noise disappear, and removing 
said disturbance noise before translation of said 
meSSage. 

PAUL KOTowSKI. 
KURT DANNEHL. 
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